ADVANCE™ Position to Win
As a bidder, you’re under ever-increasing pressure not only to win more bids, but to do so in a manner
that increasingly improves profitability and delivers greater value back to shareholders. Gone are the
days where determining a winning strategy is based solely on “gut feel”.
That’s why we’ve developed a unique and compelling Position to Win offering within ADVANCE™ which:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provides a unique combination of best practice expertise with market-leadingsoftware
Gives bid teams the support and insight you need to beat your competition
Offers a unique independent and data-led approach
Is based on our extensive experience of supporting bidders to increase scores by up to 7%
Allows you to identify the best approach for a winning bid
Helps you understand the rules of the competition and structure your approach to maximiseyour
pWin%

Understand how to succeed
With the Authority continually reviewing and evolving
how they set up their procurements, it’s become all
too common to build up a false perception as to what
they are really trying to achieve. It’s easy to
misinterpret competition rules and establish a bid
strategy with almost no chance of winning.
ADVANCE™ Position to Win is here to bring clarity to
both your process and the Authority’s requirements,
so you win more bids.

ADVANCE™ Position to Win will quickly establish
where your highest chance of success is and
help you establish a data-led bid strategy that’s
defendable internally.

With Position to Win, you can determine your overall winning
strategy by analysing your own options against the
competition

By contrast, ‘Pricing to Win’ is a misinformed
notion that maintains that simply lowering the
overall price of a bid will result in a greater
chance of winning.
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Create an intelligent bid strategy
ADVANCE™ Position to Win is proven to make a difference to bidders in even the most pressurised of
environments, regardless of the maturity of your existing analysis capability.
The solution delivers real value by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increasing your pWin% rate
Quickly determining whether you can win and therefore whether you should be bidding
Determining what strategy gives you the highest chance to win based on the rules of the procurement
Understanding what your competitors might do and how that might impact your chances of winning
Ensuring your finalised bid strategy is defendable internally
Providing the hard data to help avoid the misinformed “Price to Win” mandate

Get hands on with Position to Win
Our unique Battleships training day is an opportunity for members of your sales/bid teams to gain
experience of the overall approach to Position to Win and understand how you can win more bids via this
strategic approach.
Learn first-hand how the process can be run, managed, and reported on with the ADVANCE™ software
tool, all in the safety of a hypothetical bidding scenario, as you go head-to-head against your peers to win
the bid.

Find out more
For more information on Position to Win and our Battleships training, please get in touch with
our bid team: bidsupport@commercedecisions.com
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